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Little Fox is excited by what lies at the What Lies on the Other Side? different aspect of the
river. however the older animals inform scary stories of dreadful witches and trolls. but if Little
Fox spots Raccoon at the a long way shore, he discovers that there are both scary tales in
regards to the hazards on What Lies on the Other Side? his personal side. the 2 new neighbors
quickly notice that delights, and never dangers, are on each side of the What Lies on the Other
Side? river. A lighthearted lesson in regards to the foolhardiness of hearing rumors.
extra stories (and no fluff) at the web publication http://surrealtalvi.wordpress.com/ Lovely
watercolors inform the tale of a tender fox and raccoon who live to tell the tale contrary facets of
a river they've got either been too scared to cross. each one has been instructed tales of trolls,
witches, dragons, robbers, castles, and knights - the neighborhood gossip of ways frightening
the opposite aspect of the river can be. while a log falls around the river, they every one get to
discover every one other's region and study the reality at the back of the gossip.We loved
interpreting this jointly - the language was once basic yet now not simplistic and the paintings
supported the story. I hold this a four rather than five famous person as the paintings begins out
with the animals jogging on four toes yet they set very anthropomorphic upright. It form of
spoiled the What Lies on the Other Side? normal surroundings to determine them sitting at the
log like a human instead of an animal.
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